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It has been observed that the polymeric nanoparticles, copolymer of polybenzene and anthracene
�PBA NPs�, can induce a homeotropic �HMT� alignment in various ferroelectric liquid crystal �FLC�
mixtures. The HMT alignment of various FLCs is attributable to the fact that the anthracene
molecules favor an upright orientation �with a little tilt� on the surfaces of indium tin oxide and this
upright orientation of anthracene molecules works as a template to align FLC molecules
homeotropically. It has been concluded that the addition of �0.5 wt % of PBA NPs is enough to
induce a HMT alignment in a FLC material Felix 17/100. The influence of the PBA NPs
concentrations on the transition temperature, physical constants �such as spontaneous polarization,
rotational viscosity, and response time� and dielectric relaxation processes of FLC material �Felix
17/100� has also been investigated. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3452355�

I. INTRODUCTION

The liquid crystal �LC� materials have proved them-
selves the most promising candidates in the field of highly
growing electro-optical display as well as nondisplay de-
vices. The homeotropically aligned LCs have been exten-
sively used for LC displays �LCDs� such as large-area LCD
televisions, information display devices, and digital displays
in medical devices due to its unprecedented contrast ratio
and wide viewing angle characteristics.1 The various tech-
niques have been investigated to accomplish the homeotropic
�HMT� alignment of LCs by the researchers around the
world.2–8 It has been observed that the minute addition of
nanomaterials �e.g., nanoparticles, nanotubes, etc.� to LC
materials has improved many special characteristics in the
form of frequency modulation response,9 nonvolatile
memory effect,10 faster electro-optic response and low
threshold switching,11,12 low driving voltage,13 enhanced
photoluminescence,14 and reduced residual dc.15 The HMT
alignment of LCs by incorporating NPs has emerged a fas-
cinating field of research as it provides a better tool to
achieve defect free alignment of LCs without use of any
alignment technique. It has been observed that polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxanes �POSS� nanoparticles can induce
a HMT alignment of nematic LC with positive anisotropy.5

The effect of the POSS concentration on the electro-optical
and dielectric properties of the LC has also been
monitored.16 The authors have concluded that the doping of
�1 wt % of POSS NPs is enough to induce a uniform HMT
alignment of the LC for best electro-optical properties.

Recently, we have observed that the NPs of copolymer
of polybenzene and pentacene �PNPs� can induce a HMT
alignment in various ferroelectric LC �FLC� mixtures.17 We
proposed that the HMT alignment of FLC mixtures is due to
the interaction of pentacene molecules, which favors an up-
right orientation on indium tin oxide �ITO� substrate with
FLC molecules. It has been found that the addition of PNPs
into FLCs has also influenced the physical parameters and

the SmC�-SmA� phase transition temperature �TC� remark-
ably. To effectively employ the PNPs induced HMT align-
ment of FLCs, the characteristics of PNPs added FLCs must
be analyzed in detail. To minimize the changes in physical
constants and TC for PNPs doped FLCs, we synthesized the
NPs of copolymer of polybenzene and anthracene �PBA
NPs� by replacing the molecules of pentacene by anthracene
in the synthesis process of PNPs.17 The idea behind this re-
placement was that both, pentacene and anthracene, belong
to acenes and anthracene molecules are smaller in size. It is
thought that the changes in the TC and physical constants of
the FLC materials doped with PBA NPs would be least due
to smaller size of anthracene molecules present in the PBA
NPs. Anthracene �C14H10� and its derivative are well known
organic semiconductors that have been successfully used to
fabricate blue organic light emitting diodes.18–20 The growth
morphology of anthracene on various surfaces has exten-
sively been investigated. Gregor et al. reviewed the growth
of planar aromatic molecules with extended �-systems
namely anthracene, tetracene, pentacene, etc. on solid
substrates.21 They demonstrated the molecular orientation of
pentacene thin films on Ag/Si �111� by using scanning tun-
neling microscopy. They also showed that in the first mono-
layer, the molecules adopt planar adsorption geometry, fur-
ther deposition is found to favor an upright orientation with
the molecular axis being tilted away from the surface. The
growth of thin films with a bulk like structure is favored,
with the molecules adsorbed in such a fashion that it maxi-
mizes the intermolecular interactions. A consequence of this
rule is that very often the long axis of molecule is found to
be orientated normal to the substrate. The thin film growth of
anthracene films on Si �111� surfaces has been studied by
photoemission electron microscopy.22 It has been observed
that initially, a layer of flat lying molecules chemisorbs on
the surface, subsequent growth of fractal islands with stand-
ing up molecules proceeds on the top of this layer. The au-
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thors also suggested that the thin film growth of anthracene
is similar to the growth of pentacene molecules on silicon.

In this paper, we have presented the quantitative analysis
of PBA NPs induced HMT alignment of FLCs. It has been
pursued by monitoring the influence of PBA NPs concentra-
tions on the dielectric properties, transition temperature and
physical constants of PBA NPs doped FLC mixture. The
optimization for the PBA NPs concentrations to achieve
good HMT alignment as well as electro-optical properties of
FLCs has also been discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL

The PBA NPs were synthesized by the same chemical
method that was used to synthesize PNPs.17 The synthesized
PBA NPs are soluble in many organic solvents like chlo-
robenzene, n-methyl-1-pyrollidine and chloroform, etc. The
mixture of FLCs and PBA NPs has been prepared in different
wt/wt ratios such as 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%. The
prepared mixture was then introduced into the LC sample
cells by means of capillary action at temperatures just above
the isotropic transition temperatures of the respective FLC
materials. We used the sample cells consisting of highly con-
ducting ��30 � /�� ITO coated glass plates. The ITO pat-
terns used as electrodes were prepared by photolithographic
technique. The thickness between the two plates was main-
tained around 5 �m using Mylar spacers. The LC materials
were filled in isotropic phase and then cooled gradually to
room temperature. The dielectric studies of the FLC materi-
als have been performed using an impedance analyzer 6540
A �Wayne Kerr, U.K.�. The phase sequences of FLC mix-
tures used are as follows:

cryt ↔
−8 °C

SmC� ↔
15–18 °C

SmA� ↔
75 °C

N ↔
92–103 °C

iso �Felix 20� ,

cryt ↔
−28 °C

SmC� ↔
73 °C

SmA� ↔
77 °C

N ↔
84–87 °C

iso �Felix 17/100� ,

cryt ↔
−21 °C

SmC� ↔
56 °C

SmA� ↔
67 °C

N ↔
73 °C

iso �CS 1016� ,

cryt ↔
−7 °C

SmC� ↔
64 °C

SmA� ↔
82 °C

N ↔
91 °C

iso �CS 1026� ,

cryt↔
?

SmC� ↔
61 °C

SmA� ↔
91 °C

N ↔
115 °C

iso �SCE − 9� .

The determination of spontaneous polarization �PS�, rota-
tional viscosity ���, and electro-optical response time ��R�
has been performed using an automatic LC tester �ALCT,
Instec, USA�. For optical micrographs, the sample was
mounted on a polarizing microscope �Ax-40, Carl Zeiss Ger-
many� and the transmission of normally incident polarized
light through the sample was observed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have studied the PBA NPs induced HMT alignment
of different FLC mixtures using various experimental tech-
niques. In case of HMT alignment, the LC molecules attain
an orientation perpendicular to the substrate surface and
yield completely dark field of view under crossed polarizers.

It has been observed earlier that a FLC cell having pitch
value less than cell thickness, the macroscopic birefringence
disappear between the crossed polarizers except for a slight
optical rotatory power. Hence, the light transmission is al-
most zero and one observe completely dark field of view
under crossed polarizers.23 The optical micrographs recorded
using polarizing microscope of different FLC materials
doped with �0.5 wt % of PBA NPs has been shown in Fig.
1. One can clearly see from the figure that for all the FLC
mixtures studied, PBA NPs have induced a HMT alignment.
However, in PBA NPs assisted HMT alignment, the long
molecular axis of FLC molecules is not exactly perpendicu-
lar to the substrate surfaces but have some tilted orientation.
Figure 1 also clarifies that the HMT alignment induced by
PBA NPs is similar to that induced by PNPs observed earlier
by us.17 It is worth to notice here that this PBA NPs induced
HMT alignment of FLCs has been observed only in the re-
gions where ITO was present, whereas in non-ITO regions,
the homogeneous �HMG� alignment is favored. Figure 2
shows the optical micrographs of Felix 17/100 doped with
different concentrations of PBA NPs. In the absence of an
alignment layer, the FLC molecules align in a random fash-
ion resulting in a bright multidomain texture for pure FLC
cell as can be seen from Fig. 2�a�. The induced alignment
capability has been enhanced on increasing the PBA NPs
concentration. The more and more FLC molecules tend to
align homeotropically as the concentrations of PBA NPs is
increased. The different alignments induced with different
PBA NPs concentrations has been shown in Figs. 2�b�–2�g�.
A hybrid alignment showing the presence of both, HMG and
HMT aligned domains has been observed under the crossed
polarizers for the Felix 17/100 added with 0.1 wt % of PBA
NPs. A uniform HMT alignment of Felix 17/100 material has
been observed in the case of 0.5 wt % PBA NPs doped Felix
17/100 material as can be seen from Fig. 2�c�. As the con-
centration of PBA NPs increased above 0.5 wt %, the excess
nanoparticles aggregated to form clusters as shown in Figs.
2�d�–2�g�. The HMT alignment of Felix 17/100 material cor-
responding to different PBA NPs concentrations has also
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Optical micrograph of �a� Felix 17/100, �b� Felix-20,
�c� FLC CS 1016, �d� FLC CS 1026, and �e� FLC SCE 9 doped with
�0.5 wt % of PBA NPs at room temperature.
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been confirmed by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. The
behavior of dielectric permittivity ���� with frequency at
room temperature �25 °C� by applying different dc biases
for Felix 17/100 material doped with different PBA NPs con-
centrations has been shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�f�. The insets of
these figures show the corresponding behavior of dielectric
loss factor �tan ��. It is clearly reflected from Fig. 3 that the
value of �� does not get suppressed even at higher values of
applied voltages suggesting the alignment to be HMT for
PBA NPs concentrations 0.5 wt % and above. From Fig.
3�a�, it is clear that the value of �� is larger for 0.1 wt %
PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 and it decreases on increasing
the dc biases which suggest that 0.1 wt % of PBA NPs is not
enough to induce HMT orientation of all the FLC molecules.
The larger value of �� has been observed due to the presence
of some HMG aligned domains of FLC molecules. In the
HMG alignment, the FLC molecules align parallel to the
substrate surface giving larger values of �� due to the contri-
bution of Goldstone mode �GM� which can be suppressed by
applying dc bias across the FLC cell. The FLC molecules
align normal to the substrate surface in HMT aligned cells
resulting in the lower value of �� due to molecular rotations
around their short molecular axis. The dielectric relaxations
of this molecular mode appear in the 104–106 Hz frequency
range which can be seen from inset of Figs. 3�b�–3�f�. How-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Optical micrographs of Felix 17/100 cells doped with
�a� 0 wt %, �b� 0.1 wt %, �c� 0.5 wt %, �d� 1 wt %, �e� 2 wt %, �f�
5 wt %, and �g� 10 wt % of PBA NPs at room temperature.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Behavior of the
dielectric permittivity ���� and dielec-
tric loss factor �tan �� �shown in the
inset� of Felix 17/100 doped with �a�
0.1 wt %, �b� 0.5 wt %, �c� 1 wt %,
�d� 2 wt %, �e� 5 wt %, and �f�
10 wt % with applied voltage at room
temperature. The value of applied bias
is same in all figures �and inset� as in
case of Fig. 3�a�.
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ever, in case of 0.1 wt % PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100, the
alignment is not completely HMT and hence GM has been
appeared due to the presence of HMG aligned domains of
FLC molecules �inset of Fig. 3�a��. In HMT alignment, the
stretching or rotation of the molecules is less along short
molecular axis. So, the molecule does not experience the
effect of bias in this alignment configuration. And so, on the
application of bias, the �� value does not get suppressed for
the HMT aligned LC cells because molecules are standing on
substrates. These effects could be more visualized in dielec-
tric measurements with HMT alignment by using some other
technique, e.g., alignment achieved by the application of
magnetic field.24

It is noticeable that the HMT aligned FLC cells can be
transformed into HMG configuration by applying certain
amount of electric field across the cell electrodes. The trans-
formation from HMT to HMG configuration has been fa-
vored in LC materials having negative dielectric anisotropy
�	��. On the application of sufficient electric field across the
cell, the FLC molecules attain orientations parallel to the
substrate surface due to coupling of the dipole moment along
short axis with the applied electric field. Figure 4 shows the
optical micrographs indicating the transformation from HMT
to HMG configurations for Felix 17/100 doped with different
concentrations of PBA NPs. It has been observed that the
value of dc bias field needed to transform the FLC cell from

HMT to HMG configuration depends on the concentrations
of PBA NPs added to the Felix 17/100 material. The number
of FLC molecules per unit volume of the sample cells goes
on decreasing and hence the dipole moment per unit volume
decreases on increasing the PBA NPs concentrations into the
Felix 17/100 material. Hence, the value of dc bias needed for
the transformation has been increased with the concentration
of PBA NPs. Also, on increasing the concentration of PBA
NPs, the molecular interaction between PBA NPs and FLC
molecules increases and hence the more bias is required to
transform the FLC molecules from HMT to HMG configu-
ration. This electric field induced transformation of the FLC
cells has been found irreversible to the field application, i.e.,
it does not come back to HMT configuration on removal of
the transforming field. The FLC cells transformed in HMG
configuration can again be transformed into HMT alignment
only by heating the cell to isotropic temperature and cooling
slowly. This again confirms the favorable upright orientation
of PBA NPs on ITO surface. This transformation can be used
to determine the dielectric anisotropy of the FLC materials
very accurately using the same sample cell.17

The effect of different PBA NPs concentrations on tan �
of the Felix 17/100 material in both �HMT and HMG� the
configurations have been observed at room temperature. Fig-
ures 5�a� and 5�b� show the variation in tan � with frequency
in HMT and HMG configurations, respectively, for Felix 17/
100 doped with different concentrations of PBA NPs. It has
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Polarizing optical micrographs showing the transfor-
mation from HMT to HMG configuration of Felix 17/100 doped with dif-
ferent PBA NPs concentrations: �a� 0.5 wt % at 0 V, �b� 0.5 wt % at 38 V,
�c� 0.1 wt % at 0 V, �d� 0.1 wt % at 40 V, �e� 2 wt % at 0 V, �f� 2 wt % at
42 V, �g� 5 wt % at 0 V, �h� 5 wt % at 45 V, �i� 10 wt % at 0 V, and �j�
10 wt % at 53 V.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Comparison of dielectric loss factor �tan �� for dif-
ferent concentrations of PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 in �a� HMT configu-
ration, �b� HMG configuration, and �c� comparison of resistance of pure and
0.5 wt % PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 at room temperature.
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been reflected from Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� that the value of tan �
in case of PBA NPs added Felix 17/100 has been reduced
remarkably in both HMT and HMG configurations. The re-
duction in tan � might be due to the trapping of ions by PBA
NPs and hence reducing the conductivity effects. The reduc-
tion in the conductivity has been reflected from Fig. 5�c�
which shows the variation in resistance with frequency for
pure and PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 at room temperature.
It is clear from the Fig. 5�c� that the resistance has been
increased remarkably in the case of PBA NPs added Felix
17/100. We also studied the effect of PBA NPs concentra-
tions on dielectric relaxation processes of Felix 17/100 with
temperature. Figure 6 shows the behavior of �� and tan � for
Felix 17/100 material doped with 0.5 wt % of PBA NPs
with temperature. It is clear from Fig. 6�a� that the �� in-
creases on increasing the temperature and reaches to higher
values as TC is approached. It has been found that the dielec-
tric strength attains higher values near TC whereas, in most
of the conventional FLCs, it decreases with increasing the
temperature in SmC� phase and falls rapidly at TC. This be-
havior of dielectric strength might be due to dominating
ionic conductance in the case of PBA NPs doped Felix 17/
100 which is increased on increasing the temperature. An-
other observance in support to this ionic effect has also been
come into the picture. The dielectric strength has been de-
creased at TC and it increases rapidly as temperature is in-
creased in SmA� phase. To analyze the effect of ionic con-
ductance, the variation in tan � with frequency at different
temperature has been obtained �Fig. 6�b��. The increase in
the dielectric strength in SmA� phase is due to the ionic
conductance as the low frequency relaxation modes can eas-
ily be seen from Fig. 6�b�. This ionic effect has been en-
hanced due to the doping of PBA NPs into the Felix 17/100

and it increases on increasing the doping concentrations of
PBA NPs into the Felix 17/100 material. Figure 7 shows the
behavior of �� and tan � for Felix 17/100 material doped
with 10 wt % of PBA NPs with temperature. It is reflected
from Fig. 7�b� that the value of tan � has been increased
much in SmA� phase, along with a small increment of the
same in SmC� phase. While taking the measurements of
tan � for PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 material, a low fre-
quency mode �say mode X� in SmC� has been appeared in all
the Felix 17/100 cells doped with different concentrations of
PBA NPs. It has been found that the relaxation frequency
�
R� of mode A increases with increasing the temperature
and get merged with GM at TC. This new mode X has been
appeared in SmC� phase and the values 
R of mode X has
been found to be very near to GM. It was thought that the
mode X might have appeared due to ionic conductance be-
cause of the addition of PBA NPs into the Felix 17/100 ma-
terial. To verify this, we made an unaligned sample �cell
without making any surface treatment� of pure Felix 17/100
material and taken the measurement of tan �. Figure 8 shows
the behavior of �� and tan � for unaligned cell of pure Felix
17/100 material with temperature. The mode X has also been
appeared much prominently in the case of pure Felix 17/100
material as can be seen from Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�. The unusual
dips in the �� can be seen clearly �Fig. 8�a�� indicating the
occurrence of mode X along with the GM in SmC� phase of
the pure Felix 17/100 material. The 
R of mode X has been
found to increase with increasing the temperature as can be
seen from Fig. 8�b�. Dwivedi et al. studied the dielectric
properties of an anti-FLC material �4B6Bi� in SmCA

� , SmC�

and SmA� phase.25 They observed one low frequency
��10 Hz� absorption peak along with the GM in SmC�
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Behavior of �a�
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electric loss factor �tan �� of 0.5 wt %
PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100 with
temperature in HMG configuration.
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phase of the material. They demonstrated that low frequency
absorption peak was not due to the ionic conductance as it
has not been observed in SmA� phase where it is expected.
In the case of pure Felix 17/100 material, the mode X could
not be assigned a relaxation mode due to ionic conductance
as mode X has not been observed in SmA� phase. However,
in the case of lower concentrations of PBA NPs �below
0.5 wt %� added Felix 17/100, a low frequency mode has
been observed in SmA� phase in the frequency regime in
which it was appeared in SmC� phase. The relaxation fre-
quency of this mode increases on increasing the temperature
which is the characteristics of the relaxations due to ionic
conductance.26 The occurrence of the low frequency mode is
dominant for lower concentrations of PBA NPs added Felix
17/100 material whereas it has been suppressed for higher

concentrations of PBA NPs. However, the observance of low
frequency mode �mode X� in SmC� phase of various FLC
mixtures needs serious investigations and the work is in
progress which would be published elsewhere.

The influence of the concentrations of PBA NPs on the
physical parameters of the Felix 17/100 has also been inves-
tigated. To observe the effects of different PBA NPs concen-
trations on physical parameters of the Felix 17/100, we de-
termined the values of the physical constants for pure and
PBA NPs doped Felix 17/100. Figure 9�a� shows the varia-
tion in PS of pure and different concentrations of PBA NPs
doped Felix 17/100 after transforming them from HMT to
HMG configurations. It is clear from the Fig. 9�a� that the
value of PS has been decreased for 0.5 wt % PBA NPs and
then starts increasing as the concentration of PBA NPs in-
creases above 0.5 wt %. However, the value of PS for PBA
NPs concentrations below 10 wt % is less than that for pure
Felix 17/100 which can be due to the fact that by increasing
the concentration of PBA NPs, the induced dipole moment of
PBA NPs increases the PS value. Figure 9�b� shows the
variation in � with applied biases for Felix 17/100 material
doped with different concentrations of PBA NPs. It is clear
from the figure that the � increases as the concentration of
PBA NPs are increased. The increase in � is least for the
PBA NPs concentration of 0.5 wt %. The value of �R of
Felix 17/100 doped with different concentrations of PBA
NPs has also been studied. It is clear from the Fig. 9�c� that
the �R increases with increasing PBA NPs concentrations.
The increase in the �R on increasing the PBA NPs concen-
trations is the combined effect of decrease in PS and increase
in � values. The effect of PBA NPs concentrations on the
SmC�-SmA� transition temperature �TC� has also been ob-
served by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. The value of TC

has been lowered on increasing the concentrations of PBA
NPs as can be seen from Fig. 10. However, the lowering in
the TC has been found to be small in comparison to the
change due to the doping of PNPs �Refs. 17� and the lower-
ing of TC is minimum ��3 °C� for 0.5 wt % doping con-
centration of PBA NPs. On the basis of the changes in the
physical parameters and TC by doping different concentra-
tions of PBA NPs, we concluded that the addition of
0.5 wt % of PBA NPs into the Felix 17/100 material is suit-
able for achieving good electro-optical properties.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Behavior of �a� spontaneous polarization �PS�, �b�
rotational viscosity ���, and �c� response time ��R� of Felix 17/100 doped
with different concentrations of PBA NPs with applied voltage.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The PBA NPs induced HMT alignment of FLC mol-
ecules has been demonstrated experimentally. We observed
that PBA NPs induced HMT alignment of FLC mixtures is
the consequence of surface interaction between the ITO and
PBA NPs in such a fashion that the PBA NPs nearly stand up
on the ITO surface. The upright orientation of anthracene
molecules provide template to FLC molecules in attaining a
HMT alignment. We have also analyzed the effect of differ-
ent PBA NPs concentrations on the physical parameters and
dielectric relaxation processes of FLC Felix 17/100 in detail.
We found that 0.5 wt % of PBA NPs dispersed in Felix 17/
100 is suitable to achieve better electro-optical properties.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Change in SmC�-SmA� phase transition temperature
�TC� of Felix 17/100 material doped with different concentrations of PBA
NPs.
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